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INTRODUCTION 
1 
Proper- st-ructural design of highway pavements requires nn eva.lu.ntion of 
the destructive effects of the anticipated vehicular loading. The concept of 
load equivalency provides a means for expressing these destructive effects in 
terms of a single measure, the equivalent axleloads 1 (EAL's). The design EAL's 
n.·presents the equivalent number of applications of a standard or base axlel.oad 
anticipated during the design life. 
The concept of load equivalency is rooted .in an early vJOrk of Brndburv 
CJ) v>hicl> was devoted in part to consideration of flex11ral fatigue in nortland 
<:cmcnt concrete pavements. Crumm (~) proposed the first 1mrkable design tool 
1Historically, this measure has been called equivalent "heel loads (EWL's) 
since the base load "as typically a wheel load (I). This distinction has little 
practical significance, ho1vever. 
.") t.~' c:: 
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based on this concept and the earlier >IClrk of B
radbury. Subsequently, California 
(3), Kentucky (4, 5), and others (6) have used the load eq
uivalency concept as 
-
- -
-
an integral element of their flexible pavement 
design procedures. A nation-
wide resurgence of interest in the load equival
ency concept follo••ed analyses 
of the AASHO Road Test results (]_..-10). These analyses foc
used attention on 
the validity of expressing many of the destructi
ve effects of mixed traffic 
in terms of equivalent loadings, at least insof
ar as empirical design proce-
dures are concerned. 
Kentucky has been estimating design EAL's since
 adopting the load.equiv-
alency concept in the mid-1940's C.!!). Average estimates obtained 
at several 
locations had been found to agree remarkably we
ll with the actual average EAL' s 
that had been accumulated. However, when EAL e
stimates at specific locations 
were compared with actual accumulations, an una
cceptably large variation was 
often found, illustrating the need for a more p
roper determination of the 
effects of local conditions on significant para
meters of the traffic stream. 
The objectives of this study are (1) to establish a proper·me
thodology 
for obtaining estimates of design EAL's, (2) to identify t
hose characteristics 
of a particular route or locale which affect th
e composition and weights of 
traffic, and (3) to provide a means for relating significa
nt traffic parameters 
to local conditions. The study is limited to a
nalyses of data obtained in 
predominantly rural areas and assumes that acr:u
rate esti.mat.es of average daily 
traffic (ADT) are available to the pavement de.signer. 
CURRENT l1ETHODS FOR PREDICTING DESIGN EAL'S 
The procedure used in Kentucky for estimating d
esign EAL's is based upon 
analyses of four traffic parameters--ADT, avera
ge percent trucks, average number of 
axles per truck, and average load distribution 
of truck axles (composite 
axleload distribution) (~_). Initial estimates of these pa
rameter-s are 
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based on data gleaned from traffic volume count
s, vehicle classlfication 
counts, and weight studies at loadomete·r station
s. A series of additive and 
multiplic.ative adjustments are applied to convert these initi
al estimates to 
averages for the design period (,11). Proper manipulation 
of these averages 
yields predictions of the number of application
s of truck axleloads falling 
within designated axleload intervals. Applicat
ion of load equivalency .factors 
and subsequent summation produce the design esti
mate. 
The prime deficiency in this technique is the m
anner of relating initial 
estimates of the four pertinent parameters to l
ocal c.onditions. This is 
currently accomplished through the judgment of the designer w
ho normally con-
siders one of the following as the basis for th
e e.stimates: (1) a nearby loado-
meter station, (2) a loadometer stati<m having similar ch
aracteristics, or (3) 
statet<ide averages for all loadometer stations 
in the designated traffic-volume 
group. This method has been relatively unsucce
ssful in the past; it ignors a 
wealth of availahle, classification data; and i
t affords no basis for '[lreclic-
tions if unusual or changing traffic conditions a
re anticipated. 
California (_l, !_2) separates the l'roblmn of estimating the comp
osition 
of the traffic stream (percentages of the. various vehicle 
types) from the 
problem of estimating the axleload distribution
s. This is advantageous since 
much more data are commonly available for compo
sition (cl.nss:tfic.ation c.ounts) 
than for weights (loadometer surveys). Furthermore, Cali.f
ornia sitnnlifies the 
c.omputations by e.xpressing the axleloa.d distrib
utions in te.rms of unit EAL' s, 
defined as the average. EAL's per vehic:le, The 
parameters used in the California 
procedure are, then, the vehicle-type nercentag
es and the corresponding unit 
EAL's .. 
Design estimates are thus obtained by fi.rst mu
ltiphdng design volumes 
by the vehicle-type fractions. The resulting v
olumes (classified by vehicle 
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type) are multiplied by the corresponding unit EAL 1 s and the results sununed to 
obtain the design EAL's. Local conditions enter the analysis primarily in the 
estimation of vehicle-type percentages on the basis of vehicle classification 
eounts at similar locations. Some consistency is assumed in the average unit 
EAL's among the many types of highways within the state though modifications 
can be made at the discretion of the designer. 
Two rather recent investigations conducted in Texas shed additional light 
on both methodology and the effects of local conditions. The first of these 
(13) was concerned primarily with methodology. Pertinent .parameters of the 
traffic stream include AJJT, percent trucks, numbe.rs of single and tandem axles 
per 100 vehicles, and composite axleload distributions for both single and 
tandem axles. Estimates of percent trucks are based on an analysis of historical 
data which relates the percentage of trucks to ADT. The numbers of both single 
and tandem axles per 100 vehicles are obtained from a cross-classification tabu-
lation based on volume group, percent trucks, and highway classification. 
Finally, the composite axleload distributions are related to percent trucks on 
the basis of historical data. Proper manipulation of the estimated parameters 
yields the numbers of each type of axle in each load category. These serve 
as the basis for estimates of design EAL' s. The local condi.tions which enter 
the analysis are traffic volume and highway classification. 
The second investigation (14) employed a slightly different methodology 
but focused attention on the estimation of axleload distributions at one 
location on the basis of those obtained at other locations. It was concluded 
that design axleload distributions should be obtained from measurements at a 
nearby loadometer station if such measurements are available and i.f de.sign and 
traffic conditions are nearly identical. If not, the statewide average dis-
tributions should be used. For highways approaching interstate design 
"'} ,--·-f~.f 
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Standards, average axleload distributions for statio
ns of th:Ls high-type design 
are recommended. 
Recently, Ulbricht (15_) devised an approximate method for estim
atl.ng 
de.sign EAL' s based on two parameters of the traffic
 stream, namely, ADT and an 
equivalency coefficient. The equivalency coeffici
ent is the average EAL' s per 
vehicle and considers the proportions and weights o
f all vehicle types in the 
traffic stream. To estimate design EAL's, it is rec
ommended that vehicle 
weight and classification data be used directly. O
nly if such data are unavail-
able should an estimate be made by taking the produ
ct of avernge ADT, the 
equivalency coefficient, the number of years, and 3
65. Local conditions are 
considered through a relationship between the equiv
alency coefficient and a 
tl•ree-cell classification of highway type by truck 
usage. 
Other organizations (16-18) have also sought annropriate means 
f.or 
e.stJmating EAL's for vavement-design purposes. Sti
ll others (1_2., ]_Q) have been 
concerned uith related aspects of the problem inclu
ding sampling procedures, 
methods for obtaining measurements, and so forth. 
Apparently, there has been 
very little in-depth study of the effects of local 
conditions on the pertinent 
traffic parameters, and there has been little agreem
ent on the vroper traffic 
parameters and methodology to accomplish the desire
d objectives. 
PROPOSED PROCEDURES 
Review of the Kentucky procedure suggested that def
iciencies existed not 
only in the method for relating the traffic paramet
ers to local conditions but 
also in the methodology and svecification of the re
levant traffic parameters. 
A semi-theoretical approach of the type alluded to 
by Larson (_12) was first 
suggested as an alternate to the Kentucky procedure
. Such an approach ;10uld be 
based on postulations of intercity interactions (_Zl) extended to encompa
ss the 
necessary range of vehicle types. Hhile such an a
pproach is intuitively 
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appealing, development of the procedures and c.haracterization of the system 
seemed t.o be rather monumental tasks e It v1as decided to adopt an empirical 
approach which relied on correlations of significant parameters of the traffic 
stream with those local conditions of potential importance 1>1hic:h could he' 
identified and evaluated rather easily. 
Parameters and Het.hodol'?£Y 
Since i.t ''as desirable to maximize use of all available, relevant data, 
two types of parameters were considered; one dependent on vehicle classifica-
tion counts for which extensive data were available and the other dependent 
on loadometer surveys for which more limited data were available. Percentages 
of the various vehicle types were chosen as parameters to represent the clas-
si.fication data. These seemed to offer significant advantages over the per-
centage of trucks and the number of axles per truck since they (1) allowed 
consi.derati.on of vehicle types such as buses which heretofore had been excluded, 
(2) maximized the amount ol information available for other than pavement-design 
purpose.s, (3) lent more insight into the basic characteristics of the traffic 
stream, and (4) were felt to be more sensitive to changing local conditions" 
The vehicle types selected for investigation included cars; buses; single-unit, 
two-axle, four-tired (SU-2A-4T) trucks; single-unit, two-axle, six-tired 
(SU-2A-6T) truc:ks; single-unit., three-axle, (SU-3A) trucks; combinat:l.on, three-
axle (C-3A) trucks; combination, four-axle (C-4A) trucks; and combination, five-
axle (C-5A) trucks. These represented all major vehicle types for which data 
bad been accumulated in Kentucky during the 17-year study period of 1950-1966. 
The parameters selected to represent the vehicle weight data were the 
unit EA1,'s or the ave.rage EAL's per vehicle .for each vehicle type. This 
selection was based primarily on the criterion of simplicity since alternate 
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parameters such as axleload distributions are much more difficult to treat 
statistically and handle computationally. Unfortunately, some information is 
lost by collapsing the axleload distributions into a single measure and some 
flexibility is sacrificed due to the necessity for preselecting the set of 
equivalency factors. 
Given these parameters of the traffic stream and the ADT, the design EAL's 
can be computed rather simply as follows: 
Design EAL's = 365 ~(ADTj)::(Pi)(Di)(Li)(UEALi) 
J ~ 
(1) 
in which ADT. = the average daily traffic in the j th year, Pi = the predicted 
J 
fraction of the total traffic stream which is of vehicle type i, Di = the 
annual average fraction of type i vehicles which travel in the critical diree-
tion, Li = the annual average fraction of type i vehicles traveling in the 
critical direction in the design lane, and UllALi = the predicted average unit 
EAL' s for vehicle type i. Equation 1 provides a convenient method for computing 
design EAL's arid considers possible differential effects of lane and directional 
distributions. It can be simplified somewhat when an average or effective ADT 
can be estimated and when the basis for design is the total accumulation of 
EAL's in both directions and all lanes. Equation 1 then reduces to: 
Design EAL's = 365(N)(ADTeff)E(Pi)(UEALi) 
i 
(2) 
in whieh N = the design period in years and ADTeff = the average or effective 
ADT during the design period. Equation 2 provides valid estimates for use with 
Kentucky's current flexible-pavement design procedure. 
Local Conditi_?..!!§. 
Having established the proposed methodology and identified the traffic 
parameters of interest, it was then necessary to identify those local conditions 
(' 
Table 
1 
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thought to be significantly related to the composition of the traffic stream 
and the weights of the vehicles included therein, These local conditions 
were to servce as the basic independent variables from «hich estimates of the 
dependent variables of vehicle-type percentages and unit EAL's could be made, 
Several general guidelines were available to aid in this selection, 
Any apparently relevant local condition would have to be amenable to atlalysis 
for purposes of enabling future preditions and analyzing historical data, 
Some rationale would have to be formulated to tentatively substantiate the 
relationships between the traffic parameters and the local c<>nditions, Finally, 
it would be desirable to exclude from the set of local conditions any predic-
tive characteristics of the traffic stream itself except .1\DT, Extensive 
review of available data in light of thee above guidelines led to establishment 
of that set of local conditions identified in Table L 
The road-type category was established to provide an indication of the 
percentage of through trucks in the traffic stream, Categorization by the 
manner In which the route was numbered simplified the process of analysis, 
The di rer:tion category reflects a geographic;Jl situation in "hich the bulk of 
interstate truck traffic in Kentucky travels on primarily north·-south routes, 
Accordingly a two-cell classification was used to represent direction, the 
importance of which was felt to diminish as the loeal-service nature of the 
route increased., The significance of the availability and quality of alternate 
routes became apparent when traffi.c parameters on certain routes were studied 
during time periods in which alternate routes having superior geometric design 
standards l'ere opened to traffic, 
A large number of routes in Kentucky vrovide access to areas in which 
rather unusual types of traffic are generated, Host notable are those mining 
areas in <vhich the bulk of coal is carried over some segment of the highway 
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system. To enable proper estimates of EAL's in these areas, the service-
provided category was established. Traffic volume has long been associated 
with other significant parameters of the traffic stream and, since it mnst be 
independently projected, was included in the set of relevant local condl.tions. 
Equally as significant was the legal maximum allowable gross weight. Kentucky 
has had four different maximum allowable gross weights during the study period 
and increases in this legal limit have invariably led to an increase in the 
percentages of the larger combination vehicles. So significant is the effect 
that mnch of the variability in. the traffic parameters, which has in the past 
been attributed to the time factor, is in reality a reflection of the chang-
ing legal weight limitations. 
Traffic characteristics, particularly for primarily local-service routes, 
were felt to reflect in part the social and economic characteristics of the 
residents in an area. To consider this factor in the analysis, the state was 
divided into four major geographical areas, each of which is relatively 
homogenous with respect to socio-economic environment. Past procedures have 
considered year as a major independent variable and it was retained in the 
analysis primarily for this reason. Season is knmm to have a significant 
effect on the composition of the traffic stream (for example, percent trucks) 
and had to be included in the set of local conditions to enable correlations 
with historical data. 
CORRELATION OF TRAFFIC PARAMETERS 
WITH LOCAL CONDITIONS 
The nine local conditions served as the independent variables with which 
the traffic parameters (dependent variables) were correlated. flxtenslve 
analysis verified the significance of these local conditions though the relative 
importance of each varied according to the particular parameter under evaluation. 
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It was implic.itly assumed that the relationships ovserved in the past would 
remain sufficiently stable to permit valid futur·e predictions. Criteria for 
assessing the suitability of various meaningful relationships included those 
of <lC;curacy, simplieity, reasonableness, and predictability. In addition, the 
relationships had to be amenable to predicting traffic parameters for com-
binations of local conditions for which little or no data had been obtained 
:i.n the past. 
Data Sources 
-··--···-----
Vehicle weight data were available from the operation of loadometer 
stations throughout the state. Two types of loadometer surveys included 
routine coverage at the permanent loadometer stations and two special weight 
surveys. Approximately 10 permanent loadometer stations have been operated each 
year since 1942 (!:_1). These provided the bulk of weight data for the higher 
volume and more important routes. The t'<-Jo special \..reight surveys were conducted 
E .. , 
during the spring and summer months of 1957 and 1961, and provided the bulk of 
available weight data for low-volume facilities. During the study period, the 
number of different rural locations at which vehiclE!S were weighed was 51. The 
total number of vehicles weighed at these locations was approximately 69,000. 
Vehicle classification data were available from the loadometer surveys, 
from automatic-traffic--recording stations, from special classification surveys, 
and from origin-and-destination studies. Such data were available for approxi-
mately 730 different rural locations. A total of 1871 counts were taken at 
these locations and approximately 6,100,000 vehicles were counted. 
All vehicle classification and weight data available from these sources 
during the study period were incorporated into the data bank. For convenience in 
storing and processing these data, the summarized weight data ~<ere placed on 
magnetic. tape and the classification data on punched cards. 
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11ethods 
The dependent variables in the analysis (vehicle-type percentages and 
unit EAL's) were treated as continuous variables. The independent variables 
(the local conditions) were treated as classification sets. Because of this 
method for data representation and because of the plausibility of strong 
interactions existing among many of the local conditions, a combinatorial 
ana.l.ysis or cross-classification tabulation was immediately suggested as 
having relevance to the problem. Using such a method, the available data would 
be grouped into categories representative of each feasible combination of the 
independent variables and the averages of the dependent variables within each 
combl.nation would then serve as the best estimates of future traffic character-
.is ti.cs. Since the number of possible combinations of the local conditions, 
excluding year and season, exceeds 30,000, the combinatorial analysis was 
judged to be unsuitable. 
The most convenient method for estimating the traffic parameters would 
be to compute statewide gross means without regard to local conditions. This is 
basically the approach chosen by California In tlll~ir unit EAL tabulations. 
Hm,Tever, since the effects of local conditions can be considered only by 
modifying the gt:oss means based on intuition and judgment, this approach was 
not considered further. 
The first method which was seriously considered included evaluation of 
the effects of the local conditions through a series of correction or adjust-
ment factors applied to the gross means. There is one correction factor for 
each local condition and its value is determined by the local .. ·condition code. 
To apply thi.s procedure, the gross me.nnB are first computed. The. average 
residuals between the actual parameter values and the gross means are then 
computed for each value of one preselected local condition. The process is 
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repeated for the second and subsequent local conditions by computing ave
rage 
residuals between observed values and those predicted from previously ana
lyzed 
local conditions. The entire process is iterated to eliminate possible e
ffects 
of the chosen sequence of local conditions. 
Interactions among a li~:iJ:.~_cl. number of local conditions can be considered 
by a slight modification of the above procedure. Combinatorial means com
puted 
for various combinations of the interacting local conditions are substitu
ted for 
the gross means and the. process continued as enumerated above. 
The basis of these two correction-factor techniques is one of intuition 
and judgment. Of: somewhat more appeal are multiple rer,ression techniques which 
are suppot'ted by sound mathematical nnd statistical theory. The first m
ultiple 
regression technique considered is basically one of obtaining weighted av
erages, 
Thus average estimate.s of each parameter are obtained for each different 
local 
condition" Nultiple regression techniques are used to assign Neights or 
impor-
tance to each local condition for the purpose of obtaining weighted avera
ges for 
final predictions. 
'fhe second multiple regression technique makes use of dummy variables and
 
is designed specifically for independent variable$ which are treated as clas-
sification sets (22). The number of dummy variables, which assume values of 
either zero or one, required to represent each local condition is the num
ber 
of classification sets for that condition less one. Thus, 40 dummy varia
bles are 
required to represent the nine local conditions of Table 1. Theor'etical
ly, the 
procedures can be generalized to include interactions among two or mo
re of the 
local conditions by redefining the dummy variables so that each variable 
cor-
responds to one combination of the interacting local conditions. Practic
ally, 
this greatly increases the number of dummy variables and was not attempte
d due 
to computer program limitations which restricted the number of dummy vari
ables 
to 50 (23). 
Table 
2 
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The ahove methods for correlating the traffic parameters 'lith
 local 
conditions are summarized in Table 2. For all prnctical purp
oses, FACTl, 
HULTRA, and NULTRD were found to yield results of comparable 
accuracy. MULTRD 
offers certain advantages, however, of simplici.ty and a more 
appealing 
basis for development. Where a limited number of interaction
s are important, 
however, FACT2 '"as adjuc)ged to be the only feasible approach. 
Extensive analyses showed that FACT2 was the SU1)eri.or of the techniqu
es 
investigated .for relatins the vehicle-type percentages to the.
 local conditions. 
Nultiplicative correction factors '"'re chosen since their u~e pre
cludes the 
estimati.on of negative percentages. Based on the. number of 
possible comb :ina-
ti<ms of the various local conditions and the number of availa
ble data sets, 
the number of :interacting local eondi.tions «ns limited to thr
oe. Eight of the 
most promising combinations of three local conditions were sd
er;ted intuitively 
and analyzed jointly on the basis of relative accuracy and nredictab:l1ily. As 
a result of this analysis, road type, n1axtmum· nllmmb:te gross
 ,,•eight, and traff:lc 
volume ,;ere adjudged to exhiblt the most significant interactions among those 
investigated. 
Problems were soon apparent in treatment of the time variable
, year. 
Prior' ;,ork indicated that addi.tive correction factors for the 
C-4A trucks were 
influenced randomly by year during the 17-year study period a
nd this did not 
furnish a reasonable basis from ,;hich to predict the possible
 effects of 
future years. The same disturbing tendencies were observed f
or otber vehicle 
types and for multiplicative correc.tion factors as we.ll. Acc
ordingly, yc;:n 
was excluded fl·om the set of local conditions Hith an average
 reduetion in 
accuracy as measured by the correlation coefficient of about 
5 percent. 
Table 
3 
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The criterion of reasonableness dictates that the sum of the nredicted 
percentages must equal 100 percent. Since the percentage of each vehicle ty
oe 
is p·redicted independently, the initial estimates <vill. rarely total 100 perc
ent. 
A simple adjustment procedure, "hereby each initial estimate is multiplied by 
100 and divided by the sum of the initial predictions, "as adopted. 
Th procedures de.scribed above were used to estimate vehicle-tyne per-
centages for comparison with the actual percentages obtained from past veh.ic
le 
classification counts. The results of this accuracy comparison are summari
zed 
in Table 3. Despi.te the relative inaccuracy of the technique, it was found 
superior to others of those investigated on the basis of the four criteria of 
aceuracy, si.mplfcity, reasonableness, and prcdi.ctabili ty. 
Unit F.AL's 
"'"--.. ~---·--··" 
One of the major disadvantages of the unit-Ei\L parameter is that thr. 
particular set of load equivalency factors must be preselected. This short-
<:oming was partially alleviated by considering three types of unit EAL's--
Kentucky, AASHO, and modified AASHO. The modified Ai\SHO EAL' s were computed
 
using AASHO load equivalency factors without distinguishing bet•,;een single an
d 
tandem axles. 
Because of the limited amount of vehide we.ight data, consideration of 
intn.racti.ons among even a li.mited number of local conditions was felt to be 
unwarr-antec.L In spite of this, preliminary _analyses indicated that an appro
ach 
such as gr-oss means would be inappropriate since the local conditions did 
measurabl~r affect the average unit Ei\L's. Consideration was l:tmited to multiple 
regression techniques since the :residual techniques offeret:l. no knmvn additiona
l 
advantages. 
l:·!ULTJUJ proved to be simpler and slightly more accurate than HULTRA. 
Additi.ve factors <>ere chosen instead of multiplicative factors on the basis o
f 
Table 
4 
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their superior accuracy and because they are
 slightly easier to derive and use. 
Some reasonableness was sacrificed, however,
 because of the possibility of 
predicting negative unit EAL's. 
The method finally selected for relating unl
.t EAL's with local conditions 
made use of additive factors derived using m
ultiple regression with dummy 
variables. Three of the local conditions ha
d to he excluded from the analysis. 
Season was omitted because all available we
ight data had been limited to the 
late spring or summer months. Service provl
.ded was eliminated because of the 
relative scarcity of weight data representat
ive of each of the service-]lrovided 
categories. Unfortunately this caused 
a significant reduction in accuracy (a 
reduction in the correlation coefficients of
 about 15 percent) and suggests 
that more accurate future estimates may be p
artially dependent on the weighing 
of vehicles on roads representing each of th
e service-provided categories. 
The variable, year, also had to be eliminate
d from the analysis. Data again 
indicated that it would be extremely difficu
lt, if not im]lossible, to estimate 
the correction factors for future years. F
urthermore, because of the inter-
relationships between year and maximum allow
able gross weight, the correction 
factors for maximum allowable gross weight a
ppeared incongruous when year was 
include.d as an independent variable. 
The ]Jrocedures described above were used to estimate
 unit EAL 1 s for 
comparison with actual unit EAL's obtained f
rom past weight data. The results 
of this accuracy comparison are summarized i
n Table 4. A brief glance at the 
tabulated correlation coefficients is suffic
ient to reveal that the accuracy 
of the estimates leaves much to be desired. 
Hm;ever, no other technique 
yielded superior accuracies as long as it wa
s stipulated that the technique 
had to represent a valid, predictive procedu
re. It is apparent from Table 4 
that this method of accounting for the effec
ts of local conditions is superior 
FJ.gure 
1 
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to the gross means approach. The best ac
curacy ~;as generally achieved for those 
vehicle types ~;hich contribute most signi
ficantly to the EAL accumulations. 
\-lith one exception, the local conditions 
were defined and coded so as to 
be equally as relevant to future as to pa
st conditions. Of special im-
portance is maximum allowable gross weigh
t since it is such a vital determinant 
of traffic composition and weights and si
nce future changes in this legal limit 
will doubtlessly fall outside the realm o
f historical experience in Kentucky, 
Despite the failure of preliminary attem
pts to successfully establish relation-
ships between maximum allm;able gross wei
ghts and the traffic parameters of 
interest, .it ~;as felt that a l'rocedun> is re
quired for demonstrating the effects 
of changing legal weight limits. 
A simplified procedur-e vras sugnested base
d on obtaining estimates of the, 
EAI. 's per 1,000 vehicles at each of the f
our <;eight limits for which data 
are available. These estimates l'!ould then
 be nlotted as illustrated by Figure l 
1 and tl1e curve extrapolated to the- futur
e. maximum a11owablH v,ross ltteight. The 
extrapolated EAL's per 1,000 vehicles ,;ou
ld then be mul.tiplied by the total 
traffic volume expressed in thousands to 
obtain the final estimate. 
ACCURACY VElUFICATlON 
Several empirical methods were investigat
ed for predicting the "Pertinent 
traffic parameters. Optimal methods were
 l'rol'osed considering the criteria 
of accuracy, simplicity, reasonableness, 
and "Predictability. The true validity 
of the proposed model could not be assess
ed solely on the basis of estimates of 
the individual traffic parameters. Of co
nsiderably more significance is the 
accuracy of estimates of design EAL
1 s or of estimates of pavement thickness 
resulting therefrom. 
Table 
5 
Figure 
2 
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To enable such a deter.minat.ion, T~AL's were estimated and co
mpared to 
actual EAL' s for- all stations at ·Hhich both vehicl
e c.lassi..f:i.cation and 'iVeight 
data had been obtained. There tv-ere 51 suc:h station
s representing a total of 
225 counls for an average of approximately four annual 
c.ounts per stati.on. Of 
these, nine were stations for wh.ich 11 or mor·e ye
ars of data t·1e·re. available and 
18 for ... vhich seven or more years 'ivere available. T
hirty-one of the stations 
The first comparisons were made on the basis of llAL's p
er 1,000 vehicles 
for the 225 individual counts and are summarized in Table 5
. The correlation 
c.oefficiunts- an .. ~ relat·.Lvely sm;;.ll., Hhich indicates tha
t a large portion of 
variability :in Eill,'s per 1,000 vehicles for Individual 
<:ounts remains unexplained. 
This was felt to be dtie in large part to tbe extreme v
ariability in the actual 
EAI..'s that are accumulated at i.ndiv:idu.al stat:lons 
from. year to year. Suc:h 
variubli.:tty J.s depicted J~.n f.i.gure Lo . .tor Stc:~.tion 8, tn
r 1vhich ll• years o.t dau . .t 
were available~ Thts figure suggests that .i.t the daily E
AL's \vcre accumulated 
over a pe.r.iod Of yeacs, the. ac.tual and pred.icted a
t:·cumulatiot1s might tend to 
conver·ge~ F:Lgun.:~ 2h sl1ow·s that, IolloHing a si.x-yea
r per-Jod ot initial in-
stability, the percent error between actual and prcdicte
<l EAL's at Station 8 
did tend to become reduced as tbe number- of yeai"'S 
l.ncr-eased. Bv extrapolation, 
the percent en:or at the end of a 20-year rksi.gn period
 would be about 6 per-
cent, c-ertainly a to i.erablt?. er:·ror. 
Similar curves for six of the remaining eight stat
ions .for Hhie.h 11 or 
more years of d:-ttn bad been accumulated nr:e. also s
hm.vn in Figure 2. These 
curves v·eri.fy that the pe-rcent errors tend to beco
me r·ec.luced and stabilized 
as time increases~ This is of extreme slgni:fic.ance sin
ce flt~xi.blc pavement 
designs in Kentucky arc usually based on a 20-year peri
od. 
As a further means for validatinf\ the pr:ooosed methodo
logy, the influence 
Figure 
3 
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of the accuracy of the EAL estimates on 
the accuracy of the design pavement 
thicknesses was also investigated. First
 the actual and estimated EAL
1 s for 
each of the 51 locations were extrapolated to 
20-year accumulations. Then the 
combined flexible pavement thicknesses in
cluding base and pavement were 
determined for a design CBR of 5 C5). Figure 3 summar
izes the results of these 
determinations. Differences in the thick
nesses based on estimated actual and 
predicted EAL 1 s seem rather large at firs
t glance. However, it should be re-
called that actual data were available fo
r periods of only one or two years for 
1 of the 51 stations represented in Figure
 3. This would, of course, decrease 
the reliability of the estimates of 20-ye
ar accumulations of EAL 
1 s. Figure 3 
shows 27 overdesigns, 16 balanced designs
 and eight underdesip,ns. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This search for a technique to estimate 
EAL accumulations for pavement-
design purposes which is responsive to th
e influence of local conditions 
required extensive data compilations and 
the development of many relevant sum-
maries. Only limited data are pres<mted 
herein, ho"ever, due to space limita-
tions and the fact that most of the data 
are valid only for Kentucky conditions. 
The in teres ted reader will find the comp
lete data tabulations elsewhere (_?~_). 
The significant conclusions of this study
 are: 
1. The best basis for predicting EAL 
1 s for pavement-design purposes 
remains data taken from a nearby referenc
e station if that station has similar 
characteristics to the location in quest
ion, at least three or four years of 
data are available, and due consideration
 is given to possible future effects 
of changing local conditions. 
2. The alternate predictive methodology 
recommended '"hen no suitable 
reference data are available contains a s
et of traffic parameters which enter 
the design computations directly, a set o
f local conditions which can be con-
Deacon and Deen 
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Loc:al 
Condition 
Road Type 
Direction 
Alternate 
Route 
Service 
Provided 
Volume 
(ADT) 
Ma.ximum 
Allowable 
Gross 
Height 
Geographical 
Area 
TABLE 1 
IDENTIFICATION OF LOCAL CONDITIONS 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Description 
Interstate-numbered 
US-numbered 
KY-numbered 
Other 
North-south 
East-west 
Alternate route is inferior 
No alternate or alternate of same quality 
Alternate route' is superior 
Primary service to major recreation 
Significant service to major recreation 
Some service to recreation 
Ordinary 
Some service to mining 
Significant service to major mining 
Primary service to major mining 
Some service to industry 
Primary service to industry 
0- 499 
500- 999 
1000- 1999 
2000- 2999 
3000- 3999 
4000- 5999 
6000_: 7999 
8000·- 9999 
10000-13999 
14000 or more 
30,000 lbs 
42,000 lbs 
59,640 lbs 
73,280 lbs 
\<estern Kentucky 
South Central Kentucky 
North Central Kentucky 
Eastern Kentucky 
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Loc:al 
Condition 
Year 
Season 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
l 
2 
.3 
4 
TABLE I (Cont'd.) 
Description 
1950-1951 
1952-1953 
1954-1955 
1956-1957 
1958-1959 
1960-1961 
1962-1963 
1964-1965 
1966 
\Hnter (Jan-Mar) 
Spring (Apr-June) 
Summer (July-·Sept) 
Fall (Oct-Dec) 
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TABLE 2 
HETHODS FOR CORRllLATlON OF 
TRAFFIC PARAHETERS \HTH LOCAL CONDITIONS 
Description 
Combinatorial means, full interaction 
Gross means, no c.onsiderati.on of local co
nditions 
Correction factor based on gross means, n
o 
interaction, iterative 
Con·ection factor based on classified 
means, l im.i ted inte.raction, iteratJ.ve 
Hultiple :regression, averages, no interac
tion 
;·,1u1Liple- cer,ression, dummy var-iables, 
no interaction 
Nomenclature 
None 
None 
FACTl 
FACT2 
HlJLTRA 
HULTRD 
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TABLE 3 
ACCURACY OF VEHICLE-TYPE PERCENTAGE ESTIHATES 
Vehicle Hean Standard Standard Error Correl
ation Coefficient 
Type Percent Deviation 
Uncorrected Corrected a Uncorrected Corrected a 
Cars 71.6718 7.1262 5.7059 5.6479 0.59
84 0.6098 
Buses 0.8592 0.6164 0 .lf34-2 0.4843 0.6187
 0.6186 
' ' _..,_, 
"' 
,.~. 
SU-2A-4T 9.0922 3.3732 2.6203 2.5744 0.7364 
0.71t71 
SU-2A-6T 8,5095 3.8990 3, 2277 3.2297 0.5610 
0.5602 
SU-3A 1.0016 2.3819 2.1307 2.1244 0.4470 
0.4522 
C-3A 3.9378 4.1526 2~6852. 2.6831 0.7628 
0.7632 
c-4A 4.1038 4.3735 2.6848 2.6772 0.7894 
0.7907 
C-5A 0.8230 2.1582 1.5584 1.5448 0.6918 
0.6983 
"Estimates of vehicle-type percentages 10ere'corrected to a total o
f 100 percent. 
Number of 
Vehicles 
Counted 
4,159,168 
46,953 
~74,626 
456,745 
52,264 
239,123 
263,847 
56,805 
t:J (l) 
'" n 0 
::J 
il> 
::J p. 
to (l) 
(l) 
::J 
'" __, 
·~ 
~ 
·,~· 
'j 
TAllLE 4 
ACCURACY OF UNIT EAL ESTINATESa 
Vehicle EAL }lean Standard Standard Error
 
Type Type Unit Deviation 
EAL Uncorrected 
KY 0.0415 0.644 0.632 
SU-2A-4T AASI!O 0.0061 0.030 0.030 
HMSHOc 0,0061 0.030 0.030 
KY 3.1945 4.121 3.758 
SU-2A-6T MSHO 0.1787 0.088 0.081 
HAASHO 0.1787 0.088 0~081 
KY 10.0445 16.129 12.973 
SU-3A MSHO 0. 3391 0.289 0~235 
HAASllO 0.5290 0~440 0.363 
KY 8.8944 6.560 6.109 
C-3A MSHO 0. 6071 0.270 0.253 
i'L'IASHO 0.6071 0.270 0.253 
KY 15.2519 9.848 7.766 
C-I;A MSHO 0.8076 0.328 o. 227 
HMSHO 0. 9872 0.435 0.302 
KY 18.3338 . 15.225 11.478 
C-5A AASHO ! 0.78651 0 .i;52 o. 347 
HAASHO 1. 2088 i 0.705 I 0.530 I i 
aNa \Veight data uere available for car:s or
 buses. 
bNegative estimates Here transformed to zero
. 
cHodified MSHO procedures Here used. 
Correc.tedb 
0.630 
0.030 
0.030 
3.752 
0.081 
0.081 
12.867 
0.234 
0.362 
6.106 
0.253 
0.253 
7.759 
0.226 
0.301 
11.471 
0.347 
0.530 
Correlation Coefficient 
Uncorrected Correctedb 
0.192 0. 212 
0.190 0.198 
0.190 0.198 
0.411 0.414 
0.377 0.377 
0.377 0.377 
0.594 0.603 
0.578 0.583 
0.564 0 •. 568 
0.364 0.366 
0.351 0.351 
0.351 0.351 
0.615 0.615 
0.723 0.723 
0. 721 0. 721 
0.658 0.658 
0.639 0.639 
0.659 0.659 
Number of 
Vehicles 
l'eighed 
12,349 
23,389 
2,180 
12,143 
14,321 
4,302 
?s' 
" b 
:0 
'" 
" -
~ 
~· 
" 
N 
co 
TAJlLE 5 
ACCURACY OF JlSTHIATES OF EAL' S PER 1, 000 Vll!IICLES 
FOR 225 INDIVIDUAL COUNTS 
Type of EAL Actual Standanl Standard Correlation 
He an Deviat.i.on Error Coefficient 
Kenb.1cky 
(EWL's/1,000 vehicles) 1535.4 11<05. 3 1173.1 0.55 
AASHO 
(EAL's/1,000 vehicles) 82 ~ L~ _:).!~" s 42 ,l, 0.63 
Nodified_ AASHO 
{EAL's/1,000 vehicles) 96.9 70~8 52.2 0.()3 
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